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Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) play an important role in the world 
economic development. However, due to the weakness of unsound financial system, 
unclear financial information, lack of capital and weak risk resistance capacity, SMEs’ 
development is subject to the difficulty to finance. Since the Macmillan Gap was put 
forward in early 1930’s, the difficulty to finance for SMEs attracted lots of attention, 
so the governments of all countries took a series of actions to help the SMEs, one of 
the most popular way was setting up the Small and Medium Enterprise Credit 
Guarantee system (SMEs CGS).Though most of countries had its SEMs CGS, every 
country has its own characteristic in practice due to the different satiation. 
In the mainland China, SMEs play a key role in developing economic, increasing 
employment and maintaining social stability too. And difficulty to finance for SEMs 
also hinders their development. Having a perfect SMEs CGS could assist SMEs 
acquire more finance from banks. Yet, SMEs CGS of our mainland China still exists 
lots of problems at present. So learning about the experience of some other countries 
and comparing their traits are helpful for us to perfect our SMEs CGS.  
This paper, based on the previous studies and theories relative to credit guarantee, 
introduces the present situation and existing problems of our SMEs CGS, then based 
on the detail practice of SMEs CGF of Taiwan, the paper uses the DEA to evaluate its 
performance. Next the paper introduces the SMEs CGS of Japan, America, Korea and 
Taiwan, compares their frame structure and operation (including source of fund, 
warrantee, rating, risk management and support framework) firstly. In the end, the 
paper summarizes other countries’ experience and gives some suggestions to perfect 
our SMEs CGS. 
Reference to lots of previous articles, predecessor’ studies on all countries’ SMEs 
CGS were mainly on the qualitative analysis, comparing their opration. This paper 
uses the DEA (positive analysis) to evaluate the performance of SMEs CGF of 
Taiwan. And this becomes the greatest innovation in this paper. 
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导  论 
   一、选题背景及研究意义 















业贷款余额为 7.27 万亿元，占全部企业贷款余额的 24.01%；全年小企业贷款新





































计[4]，截止到 2009 年底，我国中小企业信用担保机构的数量已达 5547 户，担保
资金总额 3389 亿元。当年共为 37 万户中小企业提供担保贷款额已达 10796 亿元
（首次突破万亿大关），占全国中小企业贷款余额的 7.5%；新增担保贷款 7240
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